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About the Wollesen Memorial Symposium
The Wollesen Memorial Graduate Symposium is the annual symposium for the
Graduate Union of the Students of Art (GUStA) at the University of Toronto. It was
inaugurated in 2014 as an enduring legacy and fond tribute to our esteemed late
colleague Dr. Jens T. Wollesen. Dr. Wollesen joined the Department of Art at the
University of Toronto in 1985. He specialized in the art of medieval Italy, Cyprus, and
the Mediterranean basin with a particular focus in the relationship between image and
text. He is also remembered as a professor dedicated to his pedagogical calling. He
was the director of both the undergraduate and graduate programs at various times,
and also served on the Art Committee of the University of Toronto’s Victoria
University. His dedication as a professor led him to design a first-year Introductory Art
History course which was widely acknowledged by students as legendary. His
dedication to both graduate and undergraduate education remains his legacy, for
which the yearly success of this symposium is a testament. It is made possible by the
continuing support of his friends and family through the Jens Wollesen Memorial
Fund.
This year, GUStA continues the tribute with a symposium entitled “Matrix of Mobility.”
The eighth edition of the Wollesen Memorial Graduate Symposium will focus on
networks and mobility in art history and visual culture. The world is connected by
waves of movement and exchange, from land-based and ocean-faring migration to
networks of objects and encounters. This symposium seeks to explore the historical
and contemporary currents of networked mobility and places of exchange.
Symposium co-chairs:
Samantha Chang, Fahimeh Ghorbani, and Brittany Myburgh
Art History, University of Toronto
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Schedule
March 4
Time EST
12:30 PM

12:35 PM

Event
Welcome
https://utoronto.zoom.us/j/83391000999
Meeting ID: 833 9100 0999
Passcode: matrix
Opening Address
https://utoronto.zoom.us/j/83391000999
Meeting ID: 833 9100 0999
Passcode: matrix

Details
Co-chairs | Samantha Chang, Fahimeh Ghorbani,
and Brittany Myburgh, University of Toronto

Professor Christy Anderson,
University of Toronto
Amalya Feldman, University of Toronto
“A New Approach to the Architecture of Iberia:
Porous Space and El Tránsito Synagogue”

12:50 PM

Panel 1
https://utoronto.zoom.us/j/83391000999
Meeting ID: 833 9100 0999
Passcode: matrix

Leandro Leão, University of São Paulo
“Itamaraty Palace: National Identity in a Brazilian
Mid-century Modern Icon”
Ahmed Abdelazim, University of Wisconsin Madison
“Decolonizing “Islamic” Architecture: Egypt, Saudi
Arabia, and the Development of a Pan-Islamic Style
1967–2001”
Moderator: Alan Webb, University of Toronto

1:50PM

Q&A Sessions

2:30 PM

Break
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March 4
Time EST

2:50 PM

Event

Details

Panel 2
https://utoronto.zoom.us/j/83391000999
Meeting ID: 833 9100 0999
Passcode: matrix

Nicole Liao, University of Toronto
“Cinematic Perception and the Undoing of Subjectivity:
Yokomitsu Riichi’s Shanghai”
Sterre Barentsen, Humboldt University of Berlin,
Germany
“Ruth Wolf-Rehfeldt and her International GDR”
Moderator: Brittany Myburgh, University of Toronto
Soyoon Ryu, University of Michigan
“Traveling Soil, Plants Reborn: On Representing
Homeland in Contemporary Art of Tibetan Diaspora”

2:50 PM

Panel 3
https://utoronto.zoom.us/j/87297463847
Meeting ID: 872 9746 3847
Passcode: matrix

Hana Nikčević, McGill University
“Sight-specific: Rebecca Belmore’s Biinjiya’iing Onji
(From Inside) and Claiming the Right to Look”
Ashley Raghubir, Concordia University
“Black African Migration Histories: Symbolic Dress as
Afrofuturist Intervention in Mohau Modisakeng’s
Passage (2017)”
Moderator: Jillian Husband, University of Toronto

3:50 PM

Q & A Sessions

4:30 PM

Break

5:00 PM

Keynote Address
https://utoronto.zoom.us/j/83391000999
Meeting ID: 833 9100 0999
Passcode: matrix

6:05 PM
Reception and Exhibition
https://utoronto.zoom.us/j/83391000999
Meeting ID: 833 9100 0999
Passcode: matrix
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Associate Professor Ngarino Ellis,
The University of Auckland
Moderated by Professor Elizabeth Harney, University
of Toronto
Featuring artist and curator talks:
Mariel Miranda, The University of Arizona
“After America Day by Day: A Counter-Cartography”
Laura Tibi, The University of Toronto,
“Migratory Passages: Burning Glass, Reading Stone at
the Blackwood Gallery”
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March 5
Time EST

10:00 AM

10:05 AM

Event

Details

Welcome
https://utoronto.zoom.us/j/83777432842
Meeting ID: 837 7743 2842
Passcode: matrix
Opening Address
https://utoronto.zoom.us/j/83777432842
Meeting ID: 837 7743 2842
Passcode: matrix

Co-chairs | Samantha Chang, Fahimeh Ghorbani,
and Brittany Myburgh, University of Toronto

Professor Carl Knappett, University of Toronto
Raquel Robbins, University of Toronto
“The Man with the Curly Hair: A New Look and
Analysis of the Laḫmu in Mesopotamian Art
through the 3rd to 1st Millennium”

10:20 AM

Panel 4
https://utoronto.zoom.us/j/83777432842
Meeting ID: 837 7743 2842
Passcode: matrix

Lauren Wilson, Temple University
“Conduits of Exchange: Craft Networks on Crete
During the Middle Minoan Period”
Mara McNiff, University of Texas at Austin
“Pay to Play: The Issue of Near Eastern “Prestige
Goods” in Iron Age Sicily”
Moderator: Rachel Dewan, University of Toronto
Ankita Choudhary, McGill University
“Books as Objects of Exchange: A Study of CrossCultural Interaction and Connected Systems
between the Mughals and Ottomans”

10:20 AM

Panel 5
https://utoronto.zoom.us/j/84479282086
Meeting ID: 844 7928 2086
Passcode: matrix

Lauren McCardel, Temple University
“The Friendship Album of Amy Matilda Cassey:
Authorship and Activism in 19th-century
Philadelphia”
Mia I. Uribe Kozlovsky, Tulane University
“La Muchacha: Chicana/o Punk Strategies in
Muchacha Fanzine”
Moderator: Samantha Chang, University of
Toronto

11:20 PM

Q&A Sessions

12:00 PM

Lunch Break
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March 5
Time EST

Event

Details
Lara Mehling, ETH Zurich
“Woven Catalog, Living Collection: West Asian Flora
"Radically" Displaced”

12:30 PM

Panel 6
https://utoronto.zoom.us/j/83777432842
Meeting ID: 837 7743 2842
Passcode: matrix

Kat Manica, University of York (UK)
“How to Catch a Parrot; or, Art in the Age of
Imperialism(s)”
Özge Karagöz, Northwestern University
“Redistributing Artistic Values in the New Turkey: The
1934–35 Exhibition of Soviet Art”
Isabella Archer, École du Louvre
“Virtual Displacement of Middle Eastern Cultural Heritage
Sites to Museums via Immersive Exhibitions”
Moderator: Fahimeh Ghorbani, University of Toronto
Juliana Fagua-Arias, Bard Graduate Center
“The Crane and the Nopal: Memory and Self-Fashioning in
Talavera Poblana”
Cheng He, University of Warwick
“Understanding the Fragrance of Lacquer in Early Modern
Europe”

12:30 PM

Panel 7
https://utoronto.zoom.us/j/84479282086
Meeting ID: 844 7928 2086
Passcode: matrix

Joyce Yusi Zhou, Yale University
“In the Spirit of Collaboration: Production of Painted
Ivories in the Qing Palace Workshop during the early
Qianlong Reign (1736–1756)”
Jed Surio, Tulane University
“Cosmic Discourse: Jesuit Missionaries and Early Modern
Astronomical Images”
Moderator: Angela Li, University of Toronto

1:50 PM

Q&A

2:30 PM

Afternoon Break
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March 5
Time EST

Event

Details

3:00 PM

Closing Address
https://utoronto.zoom.us/j/83777432842
Meeting ID: 837 7743 2842
Passcode: matrix

Professor Heba Mostafa, University of Toronto

3:20 PM

Keynote Address
https://utoronto.zoom.us/j/83777432842
Meeting ID: 837 7743 2842
Passcode: matrix

Professor Mohammad Gharipour, Morgan State
University

4:20 PM

Reception and Exhibition
https://utoronto.zoom.us/j/83777432842
Meeting ID: 837 7743 2842
Passcode: matrix

Featuring artist and curator talks:
Cara Marie Young, Wayne State University
“Racial Segregation in the Landscape of Public Housing in
the United States”
Anna Talarico, The Ohio State University,
“Partially Buried: Land-Based Art in Ohio, 1970 to Now”

Accessing the Online Exhibition
To view the online exhibition that accompanies this symposium please visit:
https://matrixofmobility.com/exhibition
A virtual gallery space can be viewed via both desktop and mobile, or the exhibition
material can be accessed via your internet browser.
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Keynote Speakers
Thursday March 4th

Associate Professor Ngarino Ellis
University of Auckland
Associate-Professor Ngarino Ellis is a Ngāpuhi and Ngāti Porou writer and academic
in the Art History Department at the University of Auckland; she is the only Māori to
be employed at the tertiary level in this field. Her current book manuscript with
Professor Deidre Brown entitled Toi Te Mana: A History of Indigenous Art from
Aotearoa New Zealand is due to be published this October. In 2020 she began a
three-year project on Māori Body Adornment. This project will bring together oral,
taonga and archival research into the ceremonial, political and economic roles in
Māori communities.
Professor Ellis is widely and internationally published in the field of Māori art
history. Her 2012 PhD thesis was published in 2016 as A Whakapapa of Tradition:
One Hundred Years of Ngāti Porou Carving 1830-1930. This research examines how
and why a fundamental evolution in Māori carving took place across a hundred
years. The book is considered a landmark volume in the history of writing about
Māori art. It won multiple awards including Best First Book (Ockhams National Book
Awards) and Best Māori Art Book (Ngā Kupu Ora Māori Book Awards). Other recent
projects have focused on Indigenous biography, moko signatures, and Māori whare
whakairo.
In addition to research, Professor Ellis is a dedicated and acclaimed teacher. Her
teaching and supervision includes Māori art and architecture, Art Crime, Gender,
and Indigenous Museology. In 2018 she received a Sustained Excellence in Teaching
Award, from the University of Auckland, and in 2019 an Award for Sustained
Excellence in Tertiary Teaching for the Kaupapa Maori category from Ako Aotearoa.
Most recently, in 2020, Professor Ellis was recognized on a national scale when
awarded a Royal Society Te Apārangi Early Career Research Excellence Award in the
Humanities. Disseminating vital information about sources is also an important
component of her research: in 2018, her entry on ‘Māori. Art and Architecture,’ was
published by Oxford Bibliographies, the first of its kind and an important resource
for Māori art history. This week she finishes her term as Head of Art History, the first
Māori to hold this role.
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Friday March 5th

Professor Mohammad Gharipour
Morgan State University
Mohammad Gharipour is Professor and Director of the Architecture Graduate
Program at the School of Architecture and Planning at Morgan State University in
Baltimore, USA. He obtained his Master’s in architecture from the University of
Tehran and his PhD in architecture at Georgia Institute of Technology, USA. He has
taught design studios at various levels, as well as more than thirty courses on
architectural history, theory, and research at five universities, including Georgia
Institute of Technology (2003-2005), Kennesaw State University (2004-2008),
University of North Carolina (2008-2010), Maryland Institute and College of Art
(2011-2017), National University of Singapore (2019), CEPT in India (2020), and
Morgan State University (2010-to date).
He has received many prestigious grants and awards including the Hamad Bin
Khalifa Fellowship in Islamic Art (2007), the Spiro Kostof Fellowship Award from the
Society of Architectural Historians (2008), National Endowment in Humanities
(2015), Fulbright-Hays (2016), Foundation for Landscape Studies (2016), Council of
Educators of Landscape Architecture (2016), National Institute of Health (2017 and
2020), American Institute of Architects (2018), and Fulbright (2019).
Professor Gharipour is the director and founding editor of the International Journal
of Islamic Architecture (IJIA). In addition to publishing papers and reviews, he has
authored and edited eleven books including the following: Bazaar in the Islamic City
(American University of Cairo Press, 2012), Persian Gardens and Pavilions:
Reflections in Poetry, Arts and History (I.B. Tauris, 2013), Historiography of Persian
Architecture (Taylor and Francis, 2015), Synagogues of the Islamic World (Edinburgh
University Press, 2017), and Architectural Dynamics in Pre-Revolutionary Iran
(Intellect, 2019). His forthcoming edited volume, entitled “Health and Architecture:
The History of Spaces of Healing and Care in the Pre-Modern Era,” is under
publication by Bloomsbury Press.
Professor Gharipour co-founded the “Epidemic Urbanism Initiative” in March 2020.
As part of this initiative, he has organized several symposia and roundtables on this
topic and launched a YouTube channel on this topic. This channel has become an
academic platform to interview visionary scholars on the impact of pandemics on
the built environment.
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Panel 1 Presenters and Paper Abstracts
Amalya Feldman
University of Toronto
I am a second-year PhD student in the Graduate Department of Art and Centre for
Jewish Studies. My research is focused on Jewish architecture, urban thresholds, and
cultural networks in late medieval and early modern Iberia. Specifically, I am exploring
some of the ways that the spaces of urban networks, which were performed by
hegemonic and minority cultures in different ways, solidified the formation of the
Sephardic Jews’ cultural identity pre- and post-expulsion in 1492. Other areas of
interest include the production of a global matrix of Sephardic cultural space and
Ottoman and Latin American architecture and urbanism.
A New Approach to the Architecture of Iberia: Porous Space and El Tránsito Synagogue
This essay calls for a re-evaluation of the predominant centre/periphery paradigm that
has been consistently applied to late medieval and early modern Iberian cultural
production. The socially and religiously diverse world of post-Reconquista Iberia
required new spatial and ideological boundaries. These boundaries were played out in
the Islamic visual language, which led modern scholarship to extrapolate a wholesale
cultural hybridity. The paradigm of hybridity automatically conjures the
centre/periphery paradigm; insomuch as hybrid architecture is mimetic by nature, it
cannot have originated in a centre where pure, new forms are created. This essay
moves to destabilize our reading of these architectural and ideological boundaries. I
argue for the use of an alternative set of paradigms which reflect the diffuse
understandings of space in late medieval and early modern Iberia. The paradigm of
porous space re-engages with the temporal dimension of any apparent spatial
ideologies at any moment in time, and it reminds us of the inherent intertwined nature
of different cultural productions throughout the matrix of Iberia. This model will be
explored in the El Tránsito Synagogue built in Toledo in the mid-fourteenth century by
a figure who embodied the qualities of porosity through the interstitial requirements
of his life. El Tránsito’s ornamental inscriptions and multivalent spatial ideologies
demonstrate that the connections between spatial porosity and time allude not only
to the disintegration of traditional paradigms such as centre/periphery, but also to the
complexity of traditional periodic markers such as Medieval and Early Modern.

Leandro Leão
University of São Paulo
PhD candidate (2020–) from University of São Paulo (FAU USP) and École des Hautes
Étude in Science Sociale in Paris (EHESS). Master (2019) in History and Fundamentals
of Architecture and Urbanism at FAU USP. Architect and urban planner at FAU USP
(2014) with research internship at EHESS (2013). He was a visiting professor at SENAC
9
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SP in the areas of architecture and design. He also works in the areas of architecture,
design, visual arts and audiovisual projects. His projects received several national and
international awards.
Itamaraty Palace: National Identity in a Brazilian Mid-century Modern Icon
The construction of Brazil’s new capital, Brasília (1950–60s) raises important questions
about the foundation of the country’s modern identity. The “synthesis of the arts” is a
major aspect of Brazilian mid-century modern architecture, as it provided the muchsought validation within the country’s borders and abroad. Based on the aesthetic and
narrative perspectives and the small number of artists/architects involved, national
canon historiography argues that integration would have emerged within a
supposedly homogeneous movement, much influenced by the architects based in Rio
de Janeiro. The subject of this paper, the Itamaraty Palace, designed by Oscar
Niemeyer and inaugurated in Brasília in 1970, challenges that view. Its works of
integrated art compose an interesting and unique art collection and challenge that
almost undisputed image of a homogeneous modern Brazil. Unlike other modern
projects built in Brazil at the time, the Palace’s almost 20 works of integrated art were
commissioned practically within the same period (1965–1970) from collaborators from
different generations and artistic groups, ranging from abstract to figurative and afrosymbolic language. Such diversity is due to the work of agents who were not artists
nor architects, especially Wladimir Murtinho, a diplomat who conducted the political
actions to transfer the Ministry of External Relations to Brasília, the dialogue with
professionals in charge of construction and the selection of works of art. From this
unique subject, this paper will debate the synthesis of the arts in Brazil, the different
professionals involved and the formation and expression of national identity in this
iconic building.

Ahmed Abdelazim
University of Wisconsin Madison
With a dual master’s degree in Islamic art and anthropology, I work within the realm of
Islamic and Middle Eastern studies. I try to explore new territories through examining
the visual and material culture of the modern Middle-East.
Decolonizing “Islamic” Architecture: Egypt, Saudi Arabia, and the Development of a
Pan-Islamic Style 1967–2001
Since Sir Fletcher proposed his “tree of architecture” in the 19th century, Islamic
architecture has been regarded as a dead tradition. Scholars of the field have either
accepted this claim or restructured the field to avoid dealing with the death
hypothesis. Through examining the mosque architecture of Egypt and Saudi Arabia
during the Islamic revival at the last quarter of the 20th century, I argue that the
practice of “Islamic” architecture is still alive and present, however, in means that are
not rendered visible by the Western academia. During the last quarter of the 20th
century, the Middle East witnessed an Islamic revival that influenced different aspects
of daily life. The architecture of this period was characterized by the free manipulation
10
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of Islamic architectural styles, both geographically and historically; a Turkish Ottoman
minaret was placed by an Egyptian Mamluk dome in a mosque where the interior was
inspired by Spanish Umayyad mosques; evident for instance in the work of the
Egyptian, Aga Khan award winner, Abdel Wahid al-Wakil. Although such practice may
resonate with the rhetoric of post-modern architecture, I argue that this architecture is
a genuine representation of a post-colonial pan-Islamic style. In this paper I will reread the produced architecture as deeply rooted in the ideals of the Islamic revival
namely notions of ummah where Muslims belong to an imagined community, bound
solely on ties of faith. I argue that the Islamic architectural production of this period
onward, particularly evident in mosque design, is not simply an eclectic/post-modern
architectural response but presents a genuine, post-colonial, representation of the
Islamic world.

Panel 2 Presenters and Paper Abstracts
Nicole Liao
University of Toronto
Nicole Liao is currently pursing her MA in the Department of Art History at the
University of Toronto. Her interests include the history of visual, audio-visual and
interactive technologies and the ways in which they shape perception and
understanding of space. A former artist and designer, Nicole possesses a background
in Print Media and Architecture, and has previously worked for Reiser Umemoto
Reiser, Bruce Mau Design, and Moriyama & Teshima Architects. Her work has been
featured in Canadian Art magazine and she has served as a copy-editor for Berkeley’s
architecture journal Room One Thousand.
Cinematic Perception and the Undoing of Subjectivity: Yokomitsu Riichi’s Shanghai
Yokomitsu Riichi’s seminal Neo-Sensation novel, Shanghai, is set in Shanghai’s
International Settlement during the labour strikes and anti-imperial revolts of 1925.
First published in serial installments between 1929 and 1931, the novel was written in
the context of the “informal empire” in China – of which Japan was a dominant player.
A port city which confounded fixed national identity, Shanghai served as the ideal
setting for Yokomitsu to explore the contradictions and myths of the nation-state and
subjecthood. This question of subjectivity and its dissolution in the novel is integrally
tied to a metropolis that is inherently fragmented, multiple, and constantly in flux. My
paper analyzes Shanghai in terms of how the city is depicted through continuously
shifting spatial and sensorial relations between global capital, dislocated populations,
political movements and competing foreign and national interests, one that is
informed by the “cinematic eye.” To clarify, I regard the cinematic apparatus not only
in terms of recording and emitting visual stimuli, but as an audio-visual medium
capable of activating multiple senses including the auditory, haptic and olfactory.
Metaphysical notions of subjecthood and ideology recited by different characters
11
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throughout the novel are consistently troubled and undone by the affective, embodied
turn of the “camera eye” that takes hold of them as they move through the city.
Drawing parallels between the construction of the text and the discourse of early
cinema, the paper reveals how Yokomitsu’s use of sensory perception actively undoes
and subverts the ideological realms of modernity (Imperialist, Marxist, Nationalist,
Pan-Asianist, Internationalist etc.), and collapses thresholds between the material and
the symbolic world.

Sterre Barentsen
Humboldt University of Berlin, Germany
I am a PhD candidate at the Humboldt University of Berlin, since November 2019,
where I am researching ecological art practices in the late-GDR, I have also worked as a
curator, I recently co-curated the VII Moscow International Biennale of Young Art, held
at the Moscow Museum of Art. I completed my Masters in History of Art at Oxford
University in 2019, where I wrote my masters dissertation about the East German Mail
Artist Ruth Wolf-Rehfeldt’s international network. I finished my BA in History of Art at
the Courtauld Institute of Art in London in 2018.
Ruth Wolf-Rehfeldt and her International GDR
The artist Ruth Wolf-Rehfeldt produced so-called “typewritings” between 1965 and
1989 in East Berlin. Along with her husband, Robert Rehfeldt, she was part of an
international network of mail artists. Mail Art prided itself on being a completely open
and un-hierarchical art form, in which anyone could participate. A closer look at Ruth
Wolf-Rehfeldt’s art and network is not only overdue, but it also allows for an insight
into art making in East Berlin. In a society where the state was constantly spying on
their citizens, Wolf-Rehfeldt worked both with and against the state, she made the art
that she wanted to make, but in her own words, “I did not want to be a martyr.” In this
presentation I aim to “slot” the GDR back into a network and to rethink the power
dynamics that artists had to face in the GDR. Out of all of Ruth Wolf-Rehfeldt’s
subversive strategies, her international life is perhaps the most remarkable. Along with
her husband, they were able to write and speak in several languages, they had
contacts all over the world. Mail Art in the GDR often served to overcome the
restrictions of the Berlin Wall. It was both an art of creation and an art of reproduction;
and its true value was in the connections, collaborations and friendships that it
created. In its internationalism, Mail Art resisted the ghettoisation of Eastern Europe
and acted as a levelling force which broke down geographical hierarchies.
Creación, Creation (1972): Mail Art at the Mayaguez Campus
The research investigates Creación, Creation, one of the first mail-art exhibitions in the
S-ASoC, carried out by the Spanish-Brazilian artist Julio Plaza (1938–2003), at the
Mayaguez Campus of the University of Porto Rico, in 1972. Faced with this
unprecedented material, present almost in its entirety in the Vera Chaves Barcellos
Foundation’s art collection, it is intended to investigate the network of participating
artists and the consequent variety of works submitted, not yet mapped in the field of
12
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art. The call brings together works by artists from different countries and in various
media, such as photographs, performance records and land art projects, as well as a
catalog, a document of the exhibition organized by Plaza in the same year. Among this
diversity of artists, emphasis is given to those from Eastern Europe; those linked to
International Artist’s Cooperation (IAC), an intercontinental group, organized by the
German artist Klaus Gröh; and Argentine artists, linked to the Centro de Arte y
Comunicación de Buenos Aires (CAYC).

Panel 3 Presenters and Paper Abstracts
Soyoon Ryu
University of Michigan
Soyoon Ryu (she/her) is PhD student in the History of Art at the University of Michigan.
Her interests include intersections of visual culture and politics in East and Southeast
Asia, decolonial thought, ecocriticism, and the issue of form in socially-engaged and
participatory practices. Prior to joining Michigan, she was involved in a number of
collaborative projects in South Korea, Hong Kong, Malaysia, and the Philippines as a
writer and visual artist. Soyoon received her BA in History of Art and Government from
Cornell University and her MA in Contemporary Art from SOAS, University of London.
Traveling Soil, Plants Reborn: On Representing Homeland in Contemporary Art of
Tibetan Diaspora
This paper discusses artistic projects that took place in the Tibetan settlements in
India and Canada, with attention to two materials that forge a metaphorical link to
Tibetan landscape prior to its annexation in 1950: soil and plants. Two projects are of
particular focus: Our Land, Our People (2011) by Tenzing Rigdol and Freeplots (2016)
jointly created by Hito Steyerl and a group of Tibetan gardener-collaborators. While
the former represents the homeland by transporting 20 tons of soil from Tibet to
Dharamshala, the latter remembers it by transforming an empty land into a garden of
Himalayan wild plants. The Chinese occupation of Tibet from October 1950 and the
Tibetan Uprising in 1959 started the so-called global Tibetan diaspora, with
Dharamshala and Toronto becoming two of the most populated settlements. By close
reading of the two works made in these regions and situating them in a broader
history of the movement of soil and plants, I demonstrate different processes in which
Tibetan people revive sacred geography, claim territorial rights to the new settlement,
and construct a space of diasporic memory. I also demonstrate how the two projects
territorialize memory by placing materials and their trajectories—rather than an
“artwork”—to the fore. It is through this focus on the movement, relocation, and
resettlement of materials that soil and plants gain political potency. Diasporic memory
is no longer rendered symbolic but becomes territorial; materials are no longer a
passive object of transport but an active agent of political articulation.
13
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Hana Nikčević
McGill University
Hana Nikčević is an art history MA student at McGill University (Montreal, Quebec). Her
thesis research considers how contemporary artists address ecological loss, primarily
focusing on artists’ disclosure of loss as beyond representation. She has a BA in art
history from the University of Toronto and is the recipient of a SSHRC Joseph-Armand
Bombardier CGS-M award. Currently, Hana is also a participant in the Gwillim Project
at the McGill Library, in which role she researches the visual and scientific cultures of
eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century England and Madras, India.
Sight-specific: Rebecca Belmore’s Biinjiya’iing Onji (From Inside) and Claiming the
Right to Look
In this paper, I discuss Anishinaabe artist Rebecca Belmore’s Biinjiya’iing Onji (From
Inside) (2017), a tent made of marble and located on Athens’s Filopappou Hill.
Ultimately, I argue that Biinjiya’iing Onji stakes a claim for the recognition of
migrants’, refugees’ and Indigenous peoples’ perspectives on democracy. At
documenta 14 (2017), Belmore’s sculptural tent––modern-day icon of the refugee
crisis––was positioned such that a visitor who sat inside was offered a view of the
Athenian Acropolis distilled to a single structure: the Parthenon. The commonality of
material between contemporary tent and ancient temple solidified the effect of a
“one-on-one” encounter; indeed, the single piece of marble from which Biinjiya’iing
Onji is carved was quarried from the same mountain range whence came the
Parthenon’s own stone. The experience of sitting in Biinjiya’iing Onji and confronting
its antipodal ancient building was not simply an experience of observation, then, but
of relation; Belmore staged not just a view, but also the articulation of the space in
between two entities. This relation is, as visual studies theorist Nicholas Mirzoeff
would phrase it, the mutually constituted and ultimately unrepresentable “look” of
intersubjectivity. Alongside the political theories of Giorgio Agamben, Achille Mbembe,
Alain Badiou, and Wendy Brown, I demonstrate how Belmore’s Biinjiya’iing Onji can be
understood to critique democracy’s past and present but, crucially, avoid foreclosing
the potential for its future utility. Symbolizing what Mirzoeff defines as the right to
look––the right to a subjectivity capable of critically reading, acting upon, and
reshaping reality––I argue that Biinjiya’iing Onji suggests the potential to rethink
democracy from the point of view of its unrepresented part.

Ashley Raghubir
Concordia University
Ashley Raghubir is a Trinidad-born Canadian writer and master’s student in the Art
History program at Concordia University in Montréal, Québec. She is a co-founding
member of the Afrofuturisms Research Collective with student and faculty peers at
Concordia. Her writing practice and interdisciplinary research examines Afrofuturism
in contemporary art, Black Canadian contemporary art, Black diaspora studies,
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Transatlantic slavery studies, and material culture. She has contributed writing to C
Magazine and is the 2020 winner of the Canadian Art Writing Prize.
Black African Migration Histories: Symbolic Dress as Afrofuturist Intervention in
Mohau Modisakeng’s Passage (2017)
My paper examines South African artist Mohau Modisakeng’s three-channel video
Passage (2017) in order to consider South African migration histories in relation to the
material and racial economies of Atlantic trade, Afrofuturism, and the symbolism of
dress. Foregrounding the submerged perspectives and collective memories of Black
Africans, Passage features three figures, each presented alone, in small white vessels
as they are slowly subsumed by a surrounding expanse of water. My interdisciplinary
research draws from Afrofuturism, Black geographies, Black diaspora studies, and
material culture. Through an analysis of British Ghanaian writer Kodwo Eshun’s
concept of Afrofuturist historical intervention, or “chronopolitics,” Black geography
and women and gender studies scholar Katherine McKittrick’s work on the sociopolitical materialities of the Black Atlantic, and material culture historian Robert S.
DuPlessis’ examination of seventeenth and eighteenth century Transatlantic cultural
and material exchange, this paper seeks to address how symbolic dress functions as
an Afrofuturist historical intervention into absented Black African migration histories. I
anticipate that an examination of Modisakeng’s Passage will illustrate how symbolic
dress calls attention to both histories of subjugation and expressions of resilience.
More specifically, I foresee that the dress worn by Passage’s figures symbolize the
movements of Black Africans, as well as African and European transcultural exchange
within colonial structures of power. In this way, Modisakeng’s Passage may align with
Eshun’s characterization of Afrofuturism as a potentially liberatory “cultural project of
recovery” for African and Black diasporic peoples that is simultaneously historical
intervention, futures-oriented, and present-focused.

Panel 4 Presenters and Paper Abstracts
Raquel Robbins
University of Toronto
Raquel Robbins is a first year PhD student studying Assyriology in the Department of
Near and Middle Eastern Civilizations at the University of Toronto. Her research is
focused on Mesopotamian religion and languages. She has a Master’s Degree from the
same department also in Assyriology. Her Bachelor’s Degree is from the University of
British Columbia where she majored in Classical, Near Eastern, and Religious Studies
and minored in Anthropology and Museum Studies. She also has an Associate of Arts
Degree from Capilano University.
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The Man with the Curly Hair: A New Look and Analysis of the Laḫmu in Mesopotamian
Art through the 3rd to 1st Millennium
The ways that scholars from different disciplines identify images of gods or divine
beings can change the way that they are named, perceived, and interpreted. This
diversity is especially eminent in archaeological material due to the dichotomy
between textual and material-based approaches. The figure known as the laḫmu, also
dubbed the hero, naked man, tamer of beasts, or six curls, in Mesopotamian art has
undergone a similar process. The diversity of names is due to the variety of
interpretations by different scholars, which also attributes to how this figure’s role in
religion has been understood. The laḫmu is used to represent different concepts and
narratives throughout the 3rd to 1st millennium BCE in both art and literature, as he is
passed between time periods, regions, and cultural memory as a result of the
interconnectedness of the ancient Near East. That being said, however, we can gain
insight into some of this figure’s key characteristics and roles through the analysis of
his depictions in art mediums such as cylinder seal impressions and statuary. Along
with the analysis of the laḫmu in art, his role in Akkadian literature will be considered
to reconstruct the many roles and functions that the laḫmu played in the shared
Mesopotamian religious contexts. While the laḫmu is portrayed in various ways
throughout time, I argue that the underlying conception of him as a guardian figure in
the minds of ancient Mesopotamians is maintained throughout time and space by a
network of historic memory, supported by not only art but also by texts.

Lauren Wilson
Temple University
I am in the direct-track PhD program in Art History at the Tyler School of Art and
Architecture at Temple University. My studies involve the art history and archaeology
of the Aegean Bronze Age with a focus on the pottery traditions of the Minoan
civilization. My research interests concern cultural materials and the agency of Minoan
potters as well as the dissemination of craft ideas (technology, vessel styles and
morphologies, and materials). I have conducted independent studies in ceramic
petrography and explored projects in the digital humanities as methods to investigate
Minoan craft traditions and networks of exchange.
Conduits of Exchange: Craft Networks on Crete During the Middle Minoan Period
During the Middle Minoan (MM) IB–IIB period (ca. 1900–1700 BC) on Crete, potters
learned new ways to manufacture their pots, as they were actively engaged in various
networks of craft exchange and cross-craft interactions. This period is marked with a
surge of new ceramic styles and craft technology as well as an interregional migration
of prehistoric people. Scholars consider this era a great technological advancement in
ceramics. Ceramic innovations might have been facilitated by an array of craft
networks located across the Cretan landscape, which can be seen through the
evidence gathered about Minoan regional pottery traditions, from “provincial” and
“palatial” spheres. Additionally, recent studies show that Crete was not controlled by
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central palatial authorities during the MM period, but by several autonomous regional
polities. Thus, the terms “provincial” and “palatial” are outdated. This begs the
question of who was in control of the production and distribution of craft objects? Was
pottery an independent craft tradition or controlled by regional powers of authority?
Did craftspeople have agency and how were they perceived within their society? Since
most of the decorated pottery finds from this period were associated with vessels for
serving liquids, the social and political meaning of conspicuous drinking rituals were
likely important catalysts in craft production and the distribution of fine ware pottery.
Therefore, the investigation of MM social trends, regional pottery traditions, and the
agency of Minoan potters can help to inform studies in art history through offering
new insights on the prehistory of craft networks.

Mara McNiff
University of Texas at Austin
Mara McNiff is a doctoral student in Art History at the University of Texas at Austin. She
is primarily interested in questions of interculturation in ancient Sicily. Mara has
participated in excavations and archaeological surveys in Syracuse and Marsala in
Sicily and the Peloponnese in Greece. Mara’s MA thesis focused on the stylistic analysis
of cultural interaction between Greek, Phoenicians, and indigenous populations in
Archaic Sicily. At the UT, Mara’s doctoral research focuses on the religious
development of two borderland sites of interaction in order to better understand the
fluidity and ossification of religious identity in periods of conflict.
Pay to Play: The Issue of Near Eastern “Prestige Goods” in Iron Age Sicily
Scholars of the Mediterranean have long-stressed the role of islands as a central
connecting factor in early human mobility. Sicily, the largest of the Mediterranean
islands, has long been a focal-point in discussions of exchange networks, borne of the
Herculean labour to disentangle the island’s networks of material and cultural
exchange. One discussion in which Sicily is noticeably absent is that of the Iron Age
trade of “prestige goods” from the hinterlands of the Levant to the Atlantic coast of the
Iberian Peninsula, a trade which has helped scholars of to reconstruct the networks of
early Levantine merchants, otherwise known as Phoenicians, in their early expansion.
The available archaeological evidence would suggest that Sicily was unable to
participate in any large-scale acquisition of prestige goods—characterized by
intricately wrought vessels and jewelry in precious metals, ivory, and faience—due to
lack of precious raw materials. This paper addresses the role of Sicily as a nexus site
during early Levantine and Greek expansion, between the tenth and sixth centuries
BCE, in an effort to explain Sicily’s perceived separation from the market of
conspicuous consumption. One artifact, a gold phiale from the indigenous site of
Sant’Angelo Muxaro may indicate an early attempt by indigenous peoples to
participate in the market. By tracing the biography of this object, compared to extant
comparanda, I place Sicily into the discussion of conspicuous consumption to gain
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deeper understanding of the role of such goods in early contact between Phoenicians,
Greeks, and indigenous groups in the Ancient Mediterranean.

Panel 5 Presenters and Paper Abstracts
Ankita Choudhary
McGill University
Ankita Choudhary holds an Honours in Bachelor of Arts, History, Degree from
University of Delhi (2015) and Masters in Medieval History from Centre for Historical
Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru University (India, 2017). Her research interest lies in
Medieval and Early Modern South Asia especially focusing on Mughal-Ottoman
Relations and Connected knowledge systems. She started her Masters (thesis) at
McGill University in 2018. She has also worked on politics of legitimacy and
governability in regional principalities of the 18th–19th century India.
Books as Objects of Exchange: A Study of Cross-Cultural Interaction and Connected
Systems between the Mughals and Ottomans
The cross-cultural relations between the Ottomans and their contemporaneous
Islamic states of the Mughals, Uzbeks, and Khans of Crimea have mainly remained a
desideratum, obscured by the modern boundaries of a nation-state. An examination of
existing communication networks and cultural linkages renders a global dimension to
the medieval Islamic empires united by a prevalent literary culture and shared
connective systems. The availability of Persian manuscripts of South Asian origin in
the Turkish museum, existing diplomatic ties with the Mughals alluded by Naimur
Rahman Farooqi (Mughal-Ottoman Relations), and the confrontation with the Safavids
indicate that conduits of interactions existed at both the local and state levels. Before
the sixteenth century, the language of Ottoman high culture was Persian, which
opened up interstices of exchange between Turkey and India. It was only in the late
fifteenth century that an Ottoman form of Turkish began to develop, but it did not
reduce the popularity of the Persian language in the multicultural and multilingual
Ottoman Empire. In the Ottoman Empire, owning illustrated and illuminated
manuscripts was a sign of wealth and culture. The most notable book collectors were
the elite military class (askeri) and religious scholars (ulema) (Uluc, Çagman). The
Ottoman literati also bought and sold texts, and often exchanged them as gifts.
Persian literary works are found in almost every book list such as the Ottoman Sultan
books, account books (Hesap Defteleri), a confiscation register (Mukhaleffat Kattlan),
and a gift register (Hediye Defteleri) in the Topkapi Museum Archives. Arabic and
Persian were associated with high Islamic cultural tradition and were the preferred
vehicles of science and literature. However, this interaction was not limited to textual
circulation; similarities in cultural connectedness and illustrative traditions were also
evident. This paper will attempt to discover cultural and material links between the
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Middle East and South Asia through the lens of textual circulation and its illustrations
and highlights the limitation of unearthing the “global dimensions” of a medieval
empire.

Lauren McCardel
Temple University
Lauren McCardel is a PhD student in Art History at Temple University. Her research
focuses on female artists and makers in 19th-century Europe, exploring the
intersections of visuality, material culture, memory, authorship and trauma. She holds
an MFA in Architectural History from Savannah College of Art and Design, and a BA in
Art History from Messiah University.
The Friendship Album of Amy Matilda Cassey: Authorship and Activism in 19th-century
Philadelphia
This paper examines the friendship album of Amy Matilda Cassey (1808–1856), a wellknown member of Philadelphia’s African American elite between the 1830s and 1850s.
Friendship albums were popular among middle class women in the 19th-century
United States, providing a method through which women could collect sentimental
poems, prose, drawings, watercolours, and other various contributions from people in
their social networks. Cassey’s album, which circulated among free Black people and
abolitionists from 1833 to 1856 between Boston and Baltimore, uniquely illustrates
how objects that were largely perceived and maintained as private could have public
lives as well. This paper proposes that rather than obscuring abolitionist activism
among daintily painted flowers and polite prose, Cassey’s album offers a case study of
how Philadelphia’s African American women saw both their antislavery efforts and
popularly held ideas of female and societal improvement as crucial for the social uplift
they worked toward, and highlights the important role of both individual and
collective authorship. Through a close study of two female contributors, Sarah Mapps
Douglass and Sarah Forten (both members of the Philadelphia Female Anti-Slavery
Society alongside Amy Cassey), we can come to a better understanding of how these
women walked the precarious line between edifying femininity and abolitionist
activism, setting Cassey’s album apart from the few other African American friendship
albums that have been preserved since the 19th century. Such being the case, the
album is an authentically radical feminist archive.

Mia I. Uribe Kozlovsky
Tulane University
Mia I. Uribe Kozlovsky graduated from Reed College with a bachelor’s degree in art.
Her undergraduate thesis “Satisfied Desire: How Two Collections Shape the Memory of
Frida Kahlo,” analyzes material culture associated with 20th century Mexican artist
Frida Kahlo. Currently, she is working on obtaining her master’s degree at Tulane
University’s art history department, expected May 2021. She focuses on
modern/contemporary queer Latinx visual culture and received the Tinker Field
Research Grant in 2020. Her master’s thesis, tentatively titled, “Spit it Out: Materialized
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Identity-Making in South Texas-Based Zines,” presents three case studies of
submission-oriented queer feminist Latinx zines.
La Muchacha: Chicana/o Punk Strategies in Muchacha Fanzine
This essay, the second chapter of my master’s thesis, examines how Muchacha
Fanzine emblematizes the visual, material, and social strategies of DIY Chicana/o punk
culture predominantly in the 1990s. By curating words and images submitted by the
zine’s readers-turned-contributors, Muchacha produces an alternate history that
functions as a new space to experiment with personal and collective narratives. The
seemingly slapdash collaged images work with the zine’s compiled text to immerse
readers in the zine’s alternate construction of the visual world of the 21st century
United States. Just as Muchacha’s remixed narrative is not complete without its
images, neither is the zine production complete until the physical product travels its
network and reaches its reader. Having suffered the isolation felt by many women of
colour in the punk community, Muchacha’s founder Daisy Salinas used zines to form
her own network of queer Latinx punks, musicians, writers, and artists. Through its
analysis of Salinas’ strategic employment of a DIY punk process and rasquache
sensibility, this essay that the collage style of Muchacha foregrounds the international
network of personal narratives as a way to create alternative sites of identity
production. By analyzing the visual elements of Muchacha Fanzine, this paper
connects Chicana/o punk to rasquachismo as defined by Tomás Ybarra Frausto, using
Nicolas Bourriaud’s postproduction framework. This relationship between punk and
the rasquache sensibility highlights how Muchacha Fanzine emblematizes how
Chicana/o art constitutes a form of art-based community-making not just communitybased art-making.

Panel 6 Presenters and Paper Abstracts
Lara Mehling
ETH Zurich
Lara Mehling is a German-American landscape architect and historian currently based
in Zurich, Switzerland. After receiving a B.A. in Environmental Humanities and
completing her Master’s at Harvard University Graduate School of Design in 2015, Lara
joined the Institute of Landscape and Urban Studies at the ETH Zurich as a research
and teaching associate. She has previously worked at landscape architecture firms
Studio Vulkan and Vogt Landschaftsarchitekten and is currently working on a
dissertation in landscape history while teaching design and pursuing the topic of
landscape ornament in installations, exhibitions, and workshops through the
design/research platform After Apricots, which she co-founded in Zurich and Istanbul
in 2017.
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Woven Catalog, Living Collection: West Asian Flora “Radically” Displaced
The Ottoman Empire stands at the geographic and cultural center of the transEurasian plant trade. By the mid-16th century, the westward trajectory of West Asian
flora—as physical bulbs and woven symbols—reached new proportions: With Istanbul,
located strategically at the geographic bottleneck of Islamic and Christian worlds, the
Ottoman capital acted as an artistic “transformer” between Islamic and European
floral cultures. As portable elements, bulbs were easily transplanted and seeds
collected and sown to bring radically new forms, colours, and growth patterns to
medicinal gardens. A new curiosity for rarity and diversity supplanted allegory with
realism and a lasting effect on European textiles. Spring blossoms such as tulips,
daffodils, and lilies appear “catalogued” as individual specimen and contained in
woven frames on a well-structured lozenge grid whereas their native counterparts had
formerly run wild on a boundless field, a proper verdure. In other words: while the rare
specimen figured in Dutch and French 17th century wall-hangings as standalone cut
flowers or ribboned bouquets, common European herbs filling millefleurs
backgrounds of large-scale tapestries had grown out of native ground. Incidentally,
the import of luxury textiles and exotic bulbs and seeds also shared the same port
towns of Toulon and Marseille, which with their warm Mediterranean climate, made
ideal locations for the large-scale acclimatization of desert flora for the harsher
European climates. It is not surprising, then, that this novel floral representation
mirrors their treatment in the garden, where quadrants of rare bulbs were often
enclosed in protective fencing. This paper investigates the influence that the
transregional journey of West Asian flora and an impression of their celebration in
Ottoman decorative arts had on the Renaissance practice of “framing” rarity both in
the garden and on the wall.

Kat Manica
University of York (UK)
Kat Manica is PhD student in her final year at the University of York in the department
of History of Art. Her dissertation develops critical ways of thinking about race in
nineteenth-century British Aestheticism’s interiors, paintings, and collections.
Additional projects include examining inter-racial touch and coloniality as well as a
project on Canadiana, nostalgia, and policing in contemporary Canadian media.
How to Catch a Parrot; or, Art in the Age of Imperialism(s)
Walking through the Royal Academy in 1865, visitors could see Valentine Prinsep’s The
Lady of the Tooti-Nameh; or legend of the parrot on the line. His painting depicts a
scene from a fourteenth-century Persian story cycle, which was based on the earlier
Sanskrit cycle dated to the twelfth century. These stories were likely relayed to Prinsep
by his father, Henry Thoby, a former East India Company soldier and multi-lingual
Company-scholar. Movement accumulates in the painting; Prinsep rendered objects
that demonstrate trade, occasionally anachronistic, with East Asia, South and Central
America, and Eastern Africa—Japanese-style shelves, the red macaw in flight, and the
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coffee in porcelain cups. The white skin and red hair of the subject indicates that she is
Circassian. Prinsep’s painting, albeit so firmly hung on the line, insists upon movement
and mobilities; geographies of theft, trade, travel, and imperial expansion; and the
transmissions of knowledge, language, art, and commodities. In this paper I track the
matrices of mobility in Prinsep’s painting by tracing the movement of humans,
objects, and stories to critically examine the emergence of British Aestheticism and its
position as a/the movement of global art. For, to paint this subject required the
transmissions of knowledge(s) over centuries, translations of languages and media (it
was also a series of Mughal paintings), the theft (and purchase) of objects from around
the world, and the traumas of the theft of people, land, and cultures wrought by
imperialism(s) and “trade.”

Özge Karagöz
Northwestern University
Özge Karagöz is a PhD Candidate in Art History at Northwestern University. Her
research specializes in transnational histories of modern art on the Turkish-FrenchSoviet axis. As a 2020–21 Fellow in the Paris Program in Critical Theory, she is currently
working on her dissertation, “Overcoming Haunted Futures: Art, Inheritance, and the
Making of the New Turkey between Capitalist and Socialist Worlds, 1922–1955.” Her
dissertation incorporates Turkish, Soviet, and French archival sources to examine the
ways in which Turkey’s artists articulated their revolutionary modernism through a
complex negotiation of their inheritance on local, national, and transnational scales.
Redistributing Artistic Values in the New Turkey: The 1934–35 Exhibition of Soviet Art
At a time when artists and intellectuals of the young Turkish Republic (founded in
1923) vehemently debated what the new art of the revolutionary society should be,
the 1934–35 Soviet art exhibition in Ankara and Istanbul exposed its audiences to
socialist realism, the contemporaneous Soviet proposition of revolutionary art. I
analyze the exhibition’s Turkish reception toward a more detailed understanding of
the ways in which Turkey’s artists forged a peculiar trajectory between bourgeois
Western European and socialist Soviet paradigms of modern art. I consider a range of
critical positions that intellectuals and artists expressed in newspapers and
magazines, focusing on reviews by Ali Sami Boyar (1880–1967) and Nurullah Berk
(1906–1982), painters from different generations who practiced academic and
modernist painting, respectively. I will argue that the exhibition did not necessarily
disseminate the socialist realist principle of representation, which foregrounded a
model socialist reality that would emerge through revolutionary development.
Instead, the exhibition functioned as a springboard for imagining new modes of art,
including those that incorporate modernist strategies. Although Boyar and Berk’s
visions of this art looked different, the ideals behind them loosely converged on an art
that participated in the revolutionary remaking of the new Turkey and could engage a
broader public. At the same time, this exhibition supported artists’ ongoing
negotiation of their enduring attachment to Western European art, by contributing to
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a growing devaluation of its individualist model driven primarily by artistic and critical
ambitions (abstraction, in particular) and consumed privately under monetized
conditions.

Isabella Archer
École du Louvre
Isabella Archer is a graduate student at the Ecole du Louvre, working on a doctoral
dissertation in art, archaeology, and museum studies in collaboration with the
Université de Poitiers. Her research focuses on the exhibition of cultural heritage sites
in museums and cultural institutions. American, Bahamian, Canadian, and French, she
holds degrees in French Studies, Arab Studies, Cultural Project Management, and
previously worked in the art market, museums, and the heritage sector. She worked at
Iconem as part of a cultural project management training program in 2018.
Virtual Displacement of Middle Eastern Cultural Heritage Sites to Museums via
Immersive Exhibitions
This paper explores how technology is used to virtually move cultural heritage sites
into museums, creating new forms of visual culture and visitor experiences. It bridges
anthropology, art history, museum studies, and area studies, and explores the
physical and immaterial movement of cultural heritage sites in an interdisciplinary
context. Threats such as armed conflict, trafficking of cultural property, and
environmental degradation have prompted concerned international cohorts to create
immersive exhibitions of endangered Middle Eastern cultural heritage sites in recent
years. These projects focus on saving endangered sites from physical conflict,
preserving cultural and historical memory, increasing virtual accessibility, and
promoting global awareness of the threats facing the sites. However, can efforts to
preserve cultural heritage in this way also be interpreted as contributing to their
fragmentation—not just by moving physical objects to museums, but also by virtually
displacing and recreating artifacts or entire archaeological sites? Drawing on recent
examples of immersive experiences created by Iconem, a French tech start-up that
created photogrammetry 3D models for cultural heritage exhibitions at the Grand
Palais (2016) and the Institut du monde arabe (2018) in Paris, this paper will explore
how immersive exhibitions affect visitors’ sense of scale, perception, and place by
moving a heritage site into a museum, and a visitor into a virtual geography of a
physical place. It also seeks to contextualize this new exhibition medium in a historical
context by comparing it to examples of colonial and post-colonial cultural heritage
documentation and conservation projects.
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Panel 7 Presenters and Paper Abstracts
Juliana Fagua-Arias
Bard Graduate Center
Juliana Fagua-Arias is an MA candidate of the Decorative Arts, Design History, Material
Culture program at the Bard Graduate Center. She double majored in Design and Art
History from the Universidad de los Andes in Bogotá, Colombia. Her research focuses
on the Pre-Contact and indigenous material culture of the Americas, and the
transpacific trade in early modern Latin America. She has held graduate curatorial
internships at the Cooper Hewitt and the NYC Archaeological Repository. Most recently
she presented her paper “Colouring with Añil: Indigo in the Indigenous Textiles of the
American Southwest” at the first BGC Student Research Forum.
The Crane and the Nopal: Memory and Self-Fashioning in Talavera Poblana
In the mid-16th century, Puebla potters developed a type of tin-glazed earthenware
known today as Talavera Poblana. Due to the migration of Spanish ceramicists, the
transpacific trade between the Philippines and Mexico, and the presence of
Indigenous people, these ceramics combined Hispano-Moresque, Native American,
and Chinese designs. One motif, a crane on top of a nopal cactus, symbolizes an act of
resilience and remembering against dispossession and colonialism. It combines a
symbol of a lingering but vanishing past, the nopal cactus, with an image representing
the creation of a new identity, the crane. The nopal cactus refers to Tenochtitlan, the
Aztec capital destroyed in 1521 by the Spanish conquistadores; In Pre-Contact art, it
was usually depicted with an eagle on top of it. The motif of the crane arrived with
Chinese porcelain, where it was depicted on top of a pine tree symbolizing longevity.
By combining these motifs, indigenous potters memorialized a glorious past and
fashioned a new identity distinct from Spain, relying instead on their commercial
relationship with Asia. Going beyond previous pronouncements of this device’s
hybridity, a result of transoceanic trade and migration, I will analyze its mnemonic and
self-fashioning qualities. By examining the presence of indigenous potters and patrons
in Puebla, I will argue that the crane on the nopal demonstrated the resilience and
agency of indigenous people in the colonial context. I will draw on both secondary
sources and primary visual evidence of the Talavera Poblana ceramics and artworks
that depicted them to make my claims.

Cheng He
University of Warwick
Cheng He is currently a second-year PhD student in history department at University of
Warwick. Her doctoral research centres on how the concept of “lacquer” took shape in
early modern England, by looking at the materiality and ways of use of the material.
She tries to demonstrate that “lacquer” could be used as medicine, pigment and
sealing wax apart from being varnish, which was related to its particular material
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properties that people chose to utilise. She is interested in art materials and the
making of knowledge. Her general interest includes history of art, material culture,
global history and history of science and technology.
Understanding the Fragrance of Lacquer in Early Modern Europe
Lacquer, according to the modern definition, refers to varnish, a material used for
providing a transparent and protective coating to objects. In art history and material
culture studies, its history is often associated with the Age of Discovery, in which
Europeans found “true lacquer” in Asia, particularly China and Japan. Exploring early
modern travel writings, herbals and medical works, this paper tries to reveal a
problem of this narrative, by questioning the stability of the concept of “lacquer” in
early modern period. Instead of imposing its modern definition on its early modern
past, the paper shows that the formation of the concept of “lacquer” itself was a long
and non-linear process, which started before the sixteenth century. The first aspect
concerns the multiple uses of a raw material and material conception: lacquer was
understood as a source of fragrance in addition to varnish. The second is the flexibility
and mobility of “lacquer”—there was more than one type of source for making either
varnish or incense across Eurasia. Closely related to the former two was the
importance of sensory features attached to distinguishing and understanding
materials. The combination of the three aspects demonstrates that, along with the
movement of the materials, identification of “lacquer” existed as a lengthy process
instead of a clear-cut point.

Joyce Yusi Zhou
Yale University
Joyce Yusi Zhou is a PhD student in the History of Art department at Yale University.
Her research focuses on artistic exchange between early modern Europe and China, as
well as the intersections of art, knowledge, and science in the early modern world.
Joyce received her MA from the Bard Graduate Center and her BA from Washington
University in St. Louis. She previously worked as a curatorial intern in the Department
of European Sculpture and Decorative Arts at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, where
she assisted with the 2019 exhibition “Making Marvels: Science and Splendor at the
Courts of Europe.”
In the Spirit of Collaboration: Production of Painted Ivories in the Qing Palace
Workshop during the early Qianlong Reign (1736–1756)
On January 8, 1752, the Qianlong Emperor presented a series of gifts to his mother,
Empress Dowager Chongqing (1692–1777), in celebration of her sixtieth birthday. Among
these gifts were nine ornamental displays created using ivory or jade, each of which was
made to imitate the appearance of auspicious plants, flowers, or fruits. An example survives
today in the Palace Museum Beijing. Supported by a round, enameled red plate, this object
is made entirely out of realistically sculpted and painted ivories closely emulating the
appearance of ripe peaches. A plate of peaches carved out of a lasting material is doubly
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meaningful, as the peach is an established symbol of longevity in Chinese culture. The work
thus offered the Empress Dowager well wishes of longevity both in subject and substance.
While painted ivories are occasionally mentioned as a medium capable of demonstrating
early modern Sino-European artistic exchange, the material never featured at the core of
any of the relevant studies. Using the naturalistically painted ivory peaches from the Palace
Museum as a starting point, this paper explores the specific process through which painted
ivories as such were produced in the Qing Palace Workshop during the first twenty years of
the Qianlong reign (r. 1736–1796). In doing so, my paper highlights the significance of local
and foreign craftsmen within the Palace Workshop system, as well as their direct
interactions with each other. Moreover, by devoting specialized attention to an
understudied three-dimensional decorative material, this work builds on the existing
scholarship on eighteenth-century cross-cultural artistic exchange between Europe and
China, which focuses primarily on two-dimensional painted works.

Jed Surio
Tulane University
Jed Surio is a graduate student studying art history at Tulane University. His research
focuses on eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Europe.
Cosmic Discourse: Jesuit Missionaries and Early Modern Astronomical Images
In the sixteenth century, the Jesuit missionary Matteo Ricci realized that his scientific
training could help convert the Chinese. After arriving in China in 1582, he produced
maps that detailed his route to Macau, describing the Earth as a sphere and catching
the attention of the region’s literati. The demand for these types of maps increased
among the local population and the recognition it received eventually provided Ricci
with entry into the Ming court. While in residence with the Chinese elite, he catered to
the interests of intellectuals, discussing ideas about the universe through objects such
as books, astronomical instruments, and maps that introduced Western cosmology
and Christian teachings to the court. After Ricci’s death in 1610, Jesuit teachings
continued to closely intermingle with Chinese religion and empirical systems of
knowledge due to the efforts of other Jesuit scholars. In an act of Jesuit
accommodation, the missionaries acknowledged the traditional views of the local
population. However, they also imposed their own doctrine by framing Christianity as
a means of exemplifying the ideals of those specific belief systems. Using disciplines
such as astronomy and cartography, for instance, they suggested the superiority of
their God. This presentation will explore this Sino-European interaction specifically
through the examination of images associated with astronomy. In considering the
exchange of information and images between the regions, it will argue that the local
elite’s reception of Jesuit teachings caused not only major shifts in Chinese thinking,
but also a revitalization of the Western imagination.
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Participating Artists and Curators
Yasmeen Nematt Alla is an Egyptian-Canadian artist with a BA in Fine Arts and Business
from the the University of Waterloo. Her artistic practice approaches current issues from
sculptural and installation perspectives employing text and kinetics. She explores solitary
experiences in race, immigration, privilege, and nostalgia while considering how to bridge
the gap between what we know and what we wish to understand. Her experience stems
from being an immigrant living in the 21st century and the context carried as a dual citizen
struggling to survive the current political climate. Entranced by the power of text and its
ability to dialogue with the onlooker, she creates sentences that act as portraits of herself
and others who share similar circumstances.
Sage Barker is an emerging interdisciplinary artist and a recent graduate from McMaster’s
Honours Studio Art Program. Focusing on the networks and systems of communication
found in nature, she portrays the fragile inner-workings of ecosystems through audio and
video installation, sculpture, photography, and site-specific works. Her practice is deeply
rooted in environmental stewardship and ideas of decolonization. Sage aims to spread
awareness through her work about the autonomous nature of plants and how these
organisms have agency. She was born in Dundas, Ontario and has completed numerous
commissioned works for various private collections, and has also exhibited at McMaster
University and Carnegie Gallery.
Evangeline Brooks (she/her) is a hybrid media artist specializing in generative art and art
direction, working in the liminal spaces between races and post-internet technology. In an
interdisciplinary practice, she focuses on the context, bias, and allowances each choice of
medium provides. While staying safe inside, she has found a niche in digital visualizations
for livestream performances. She co-hosts ponyHAUS, a monthly AV showcase on Twitch,
and is the in-house visual artist for Frequencies, a Toronto based electronic music series.
Gwendolyn Brown is an artist born and raised in Ellicottville, NY. She currently resides and
works as an art consultant in Toronto, Canada. In 2018, Brown graduated from the Ontario
College of Art and Design University in Toronto, where she received her BFA in Criticism and
Curatorial Practice with a minor in Drawing and Painting. She honed her skills at OCAD
University’s Florence Off-Campus Studies Program in 2017, where she lived and created
work in Italy for a year. Exhibiting and curating both nationally and internationally, Brown’s
work has been shown in Florence, Italy; Toronto, Canada and various cities in the United
States.
Ronnie Clarke is an emerging artist based in Toronto. Clarke’s work blends choreography,
movement, video, and installation. She is interested in how language becomes translated
and mediated in the digital age. She explores the poetics of digital spaces; using movement
she investigates how technology plays a role in our interactions with others. Clarke’s
practice is also rooted in the Greater Toronto Area, where she has worked as the
Community Outreach and Cultural Events Coordinator at the Varley Art Gallery in Markham,
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ON. During her time at Varley, she has lead and designed arts programming and workshops
for all ages. She takes pride in her past positions as President of the Visual Arts Supporters
Association and as the Digital Resources Intern at The Department of Visual Arts at Western
University. Clarke has performed and exhibited professionally at a number galleries and
performance venues such as Forest City Gallery (London), Artlab Gallery (London), Trinity
Square Video (Toronto), and Xpace Cultural Centre (Toronto).
Dessa Ely is a 17 year old artist based in Toronto attending Etobicoke School of the Arts
Contemporary Arts program. She makes work using various mediums about loss, healing
and her individual experiences through time.
Mariel Miranda is co-founder and director of the International Festival of Photography
Tijuana (FiFT) a self-organized and feminist platform created for the undisciplined
reflection on the image and its current modes of production. FiFT activities have been
carried out in multiple spaces in México and the United States. Miranda’s practice as a
visual artist is built at the intersection of research, theoretical writing, production and the
dismantling of images. Her work is primarily concerned with the visual and textual
appropriation of archival materials to discuss issues related to the history of images: their
epistemic inscription, their rhetorical narratives and their role in the complex social
relations of power mediated by class, ethnicity and gender. Recent honors include: The
University of Arizona Fellows Award (offered to the University’s highest-ranked incoming
graduate students) and scholarships for Mexican students studying abroad from the Jumex
Contemporary Art Foundation and the National Institute of Fine Arts.
Nima Salimi is a Canadian multidisciplinary artist with Iranian and Chinese background.
She works primarily with installation work; bringing sculptural, video, performative and
sound elements into a space. In her work she is interested in expressing her personal
experiences and meanings through objects and stories in a metaphorical manner. Film
photography and poetry/prose writing is a part of her process, sometimes being combined
into her work, but are also independent interests.
Stephen Severn is a still life photographer whose practice provides a space for the
exploration of human and object ontogeny. His work explores objects not as
representations of human identity, but in a process of becoming alongside human
existence, where human-object relations intertwine and transform through time, space,
and movement. He is currently a MFA Candidate at OCAD University in Toronto, Canada.
Anna Talarico (she/her) is an MA candidate in the Department of History of Art’s
Contemporary Art and Curatorial Practice MA program at The Ohio State University, from
which she also holds a BA in History of Art and a BA in French. Anna has worked at the
Cleveland Museum of Art, the North Carolina Museum of Art, and the Wexner Center for the
Arts. Anna will present her thesis exhibition in Spring 2021 at the Columbus Museum of Art.
Larissa Yeung is a Chinese-Canadian multidisciplinary artist from Toronto. Her primary
media focuses on video production, installation, film, photography, projection, sound, and
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sculpture. Her thesis project, “Like Father, Like Daughter” focuses on issues of identity and
immigration, while exploring her relationship with her father, family history, and his
immigration to Canada.
Cara Marie Young is an artist from Atlanta, Georgia based in Detroit, Michigan. Her current
work is a continuous evolving response to the human experience, concerned with issues of
race, including life in her own skin. The artist seeks to engage with the community around
her, recently exhibiting work at the Mbad African Bead Museum, Wayne State University,
and The Feminist Art Museum in 2020. She was an exhibiting artist and speaker in the Race
Forward Facing Race Conference in Fall 2016 at the Hilton Atlanta, and is currently pursuing
a Dean’s Diversity Fellowship and MFA at Wayne State University.
Jiaqi Yuan is a third-year Chinese international student of UTSC specializing Studio Art.
Through her art practice, she primarily focuses on making conceptual installations.
Exploring the social issues in highly industrialized and mechanized society, her sculptures
incorporate mechanical devices and industrial objects. Recently, she held her solo show
“System” in Gallery 1265 on UTSC campus. Her work “Futuristic Toy” was selected to be
part of the Shelley Peterson Student Art Exhibition (SPSAE), from April 17-May 18, 2019 in
The Art Museum at the University of Toronto. The exhibition considered themes of
surveillance, cultural construction, and fantasy. Due to the rethinking of conceptual and
material boundaries through risk-taking and playfulness of form, Jiaqi Yuan’s Futuristic Toy
was nominated to be one of the winners of 2019 Juror Prize.
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